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einz Krebs was raised and lives in Southern
Germany where he spends most of his free
time either flying or painting.

H

He is a passionate aviator, a commercial- and test
pilot, as well as a flying instructor with more than
10,000 hours of flying time and almost 22,000 landings
to his credit. Heinz has flown 81 different types of
powered aircraft ranging from Piper Cubs to jet
fighters and 39 different glider aircraft models.
But all his life he has had one other love besides his
flying – fine arts, especially painting in oils.
What makes his aviation art so unique is that, being
able to draw on his life-long experience of both
subjects, Heinz is able to convey true portraits of flight
full of romance, action, and drama.

His originals, limited fine art print editions, and other
high quality collector's items are sought after all over
the world. Heinz’s fine art print editions have been
authenticated and further enhanced by the personal
signatures of many of the world's most historically
significant aviators.
This artist has been blessed with a stunning natural
talent, his ability is simply breathtaking. The one
thing, however, which has always fascinated the early
bird Heinz Krebs was to combine his two most-loved
activities in life, and create: Aviation Art.
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eavy stock, acid-free paper. 24.0" x 27.0". Individually numbered and
signed by the artist. Countersigned by Günther Rall, the third-highest
ranking fighter ace in the history of aerial warfare.

H

On the evening of Saturday, May 18th 1940 a young Luftwaffe fighter pilot was
part of a force tasked to find, and safely escort back to its base, a German Heinkel
reconnaissance aircraft over French territory. His name was Günther Rall, who
would later become the third-highest ranking fighter ace in the history of aerial
warfare, with a total score of 275 confirmed victories.

Günther Rall
A young pilot
with III./ JG 52 at
the outbreak of
WW II, Günther
Rall quickly demonstrated
his
natural ability and
leadership qualities on both, the
Eastern and the
Western Front. He
finished the war
as the third-highest ace in the history of aerial
warfare with 275
victories. Decorations
include
the Knight’s Cross
with Oak Leaves
and Swords.

Rall and his fellow pilots quickly found the recce plane which was desperately
trying to get back behind the lines, with a whole pack of French US-built Curtiss Hawk fighter aircraft in hot pursuit. Rall’s unit immediately engaged, and
a short but ferocious battle between the Germans and the French flared up. Rall
soon got a chance to align his sight on one of the French fighters, which later
turned out to be flown by the exiled Czech pilot Otto Hanzlicek. The rounds
fired from Rall’s Messerschmitt Me109E almost immediately sent the Curtiss
down in flames. So intensely focused on his first gunfight was this young fighter pilot, that he had failed to notice Hanzlicek’s wingman who had moved in
from behind and was firing at him. Now it was Rall’s turn to take the punches.
His 109 was hit several times and spun out of control, Rall had to use all of his
exceptional skills as an aviator to recover from the stall. He managed to survive
and land at a German airfield that night. By turning a near tragedy into triumph,
Günther Rall had showed the world a first glimpse of his outstanding qualities
as a fighter and a leader. Thus began the career of one of the world’s most exceptional military aviators.
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eavy stock, acid-free paper. Overall size: 27.0" wide x 26,5" high. Image size: 23,6"
wide x 21,2" high. Each print in this edition is individually numbered, signed by
the artist, and issued with a certificate of authenticity.

H

Countersigned by five highly decorated German WWII Luftwaffe pilots, all of them
recipients of Germany’s highest military award, the Knight’s Cross. They are Me109
aces Hugo Dahmer and Otto Schultz plus He111 pilots Hajo Herrmann, Heinrich
Suedel and Hans Kirn.
It is the late summer of 1940, and the Battle of Britain is at its height. Racing for the coast,
following a bombing mission over southern England, a straggling He111 of KG55 has been
attacked by a Spitfire of RAF Fighter Command. The bomber is badly damaged, but in the
nick of time a pair of Me109s of JG26 have come to the rescue. If they are lucky the Heinkel
crew may still make it back to their base in France.
On 7 September 1940, the first raid on London was launched, attacking docks in the East
End of the city. During these massive raids on London the RAF airfields in Southern
England remained largely undisturbed. This break from bombing the fighter bases gave
the RAF critical breathing space. It was the turning point in the Battle of Britain. For the
Luftwaffe, the most damaging aspect of the switch to London was the longer range. The
Me 109 escorts had a limited fuel capacity, and this left many raids completely undefended by fighter escorts while being exposed to further attacks from additional RAF fighters based north of London.
As in Heinz Krebs’ painting, the return from the bombing missions back to their bases
across the English Channel often meant running the gauntlet for the German bomber
crews. This crew obviously welcomes their rescuers from a desperate situation with distinct feelings of elation.
The Battle of Britain culminated on September 15, 1940 with two massive waves of German attacks that were decisively repulsed by the RAF. The German defeat caused Hitler
to order the postponement of preparations for the invasion of Britain two days later.
Henceforth, in the face of mounting losses in men, aircraft and the lack of adequate
replacements, the Luftwaffe switched from daylight bombing raids to night-time attacks
instead. The threat of invasion was essentially over although the German night blitz on
London and other British cities continued into 1941.
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eavy stock, acid-free paper. Overall size: 26.0” x 31.5”, Image size: 21.25” x 26.75”.
Each print in both editions is individually numbered, signed by the artist, and
issued with a certificate of authenticity. Regular edition countersigned by Fw190 ace
Willi Reschke, as well as Me262 pilots Alfred Ambs and Ernest Giefing, plus Mustang
aces Robert Winks and Clinton Burdick.

H

Gold edition countersigned by all regular edition signatories plus Gen. Günther Rall,
third-highest scoring fighter ace in history and P-51 ace Col. C.E. ‘Bud’ Anderson.
The German Me262 jet fighters, used primarily to attack USAAF heavy
bomber formations in early 1945, were very vulnerable to fighter attacks
during take-off and landing. The Allies had therefore adapted a strategy
of having fighters patrol in the vicinity of Me262 bases, waiting for the return of the German jets from their missions. These ambushes soon proved highly effective, with the Luftwaffe losing many jets to the guns of the USAAF.
To counteract the mounting losses special units were formed, equipped with the FockeWulf 190D-9 (“Dora Neun”), regarded by many as the Luftwaffe’s finest piston-engined
fighter of the war. Manned by experienced veterans of JG52 and JG54, they were tasked
with providing top cover for the jets at their airfields at Munich, and Ainring near
Salzburg. In order to make these aircraft clearly discernable to the German anti-aircraft
gunners, their undersides were painted red with white stripes. Here we see Lt. Heino
Sachsenberg in his Focke Wulf 190D-9 “Rote 1”, as he turns into P-51s over the airfield of
Ainring in an attempt to protect the approaching jet fighters from the Mustangs’ attack.
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eavy stock, acid-free paper. Approx.
18.0 X 25.0 inches. Each print indvidually numbered and issued with a certificate of authenticity. 750 prints signed by
the artist only. 500 prints signed by Heinz
Krebs plus Capt. Al White (355th FG),
Lt.Francis Eshelman (355th FG), and
Lt.Col. Jim Empey (52nd FG).

H

In "Kings of the Castle" Heinz Krebs captures a surreal moment of breathtaking beauty and tranquility which strangely occurs in even the most brutal of wars. In the
spring of 1945 Allied bomber units flying into Germany were protected by fighter
escorts, whose job was tiring and dangerous. Small wonder that the fighter pilots
therefore cherished each moment of relatively low threat. Moments when they could
actually chance to marvel at the beauty of the countryside over which they were
fighting. For many of the U.S. boys this was their first trip to the Old World that many
of their ancestors had left in the not too distant past. And miraculous it must have
seemed to many of them, flying over a land of medieval castles tucked away in the
mountainous terrain of the Alps, looking at scenes so completely different from
home.
The actual scene shown is not part of the Mighty Eighth´s war diary. The artist
has made it representative of all such missions. This scene could have and indeed
has actually happened many times during flights of 8th AF fighters into
Southern Germany. In the artist´s imagination it is a flight of four P-51
Mustangs of the 352nd FG, led by ace fighter pilot Capt. William T. Whisner
making a low sweep over the picturesque Neuschwanstein castle after a deep
penetration mission into the German Alps in the spring of 1945.
What distinguishes Heinz Krebs’ painting is the contrast between the well-known
ancient castle and the modern flying machines piloted by young men from a land so
far away.
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eavy stock, acid-free paper. 26.0" x 37.0". Each
print is individually numbered, signed by the
artist, and issued with a certificate of authenticity.
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'Desert Sharks' is a piece in a series of absolutely stunning African theatre paintings by Heinz Krebs, who
captures the typical mood and atmosphere of the
North African theatre in World War II like no other,
almost with the authority of an eyewitness.
The carefully chosen scene for this painting’s drama
to unfold are Curtiss P-40 fighter aircraft of the 325th
FG, 12th AF, the dreaded 'Checkertail Clan', as they
attack a German tank column in the African desert
during the defeat of Field Marshal Erwin Rommel's
'Afrika Korps' in Tunisia in the early spring of 1943.
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Fine Art Poster
Printed on 80 lb. acid-free, archival cover, 29.0 x 21.0 inches. Open edition.
riginally produced to announce and commemorate Heinz Krebs' first one-man art
exhibition in the United States. This exhibition poster shows a reproduction of 'Checkmate', Heinz' most popular painting in the U.S.A.

O

It is lavishly produced using a six-color process, the image being surrounded by a platinum
keyline. The heading,
which is also printed in the same platinum ink, and the
white text under the
image area, stand out beautifully against the matte dark
blue border of the
poster. All posters have been spot varnished for optimum
protection.
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eavy stock, acid-free paper. Overall
size 25.5” X 21.0”. Each print in the
regular edition is individually numbered,
signed by the artist, countersigned by four
distinguished German fighter and
bomber pilots of KG53 and JG26,
and issued with a certificate of
authenticity.

H

The moment of unreal tranquility
just before a group of Heinkel He111
bombers of KG53 "Legion Condor"
cross the Channel coast. The Me109
fighters of JG26, led by their legendary
general, Adolf Galland, sweep through their
own bomber formation. The Germans are
on their way to meet the Royal Air
Force during the Battle of
Britain, that epic fight
which altered the
course of WW II
and indeed the
history of
mankind.
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Major General Francis R. Gerard
Leading ace of the 339th FG. 8 victories.
91 missions. Military decorations include: D.S.M., Silver Star, D.S.A., D.FC.,
Air Medal with 11 OLCs, Presidential
Unit Citation, and USAF Outstanding
Unit Award.
Colonel Rex L. Poutre
339th FG. 3 confirmed victories in a
single engagement. Decorations include:
Legion of Merit, D.F.C. with 2 OLCs, Air
Medal with 47 OLCs, Bronze Star with 1
OLC, Army Commendation Medal,
Croix de Guerre avec Palm.
1st Lt. Robert V. Blizzard
339th FG. 56 missions. Six aircraft
destroyed on the ground, one Me262
probable (air). Military decorations
include: European Theatre Medal, 3 Battle Stars, Air Medal with 2 Silver and 2
Bronze Oak Leaf Clusters.
Colonel Lawrence J. Powell, Jr.
339th FG. Captured in Holland after
chrashlanding his P-51 in Germany two
days earlier following a dogfight with
German fighters. Five enemy aircraft
destroyed. Decorations include: D.F.C.,
Air Medal with 15 clusters.
Sergeant Dr. Franz-Wilhelm Lochmann
Served as tank radio operator and
machine gunner in l./503rd Heavy Tank
Btn. until the end of WWII (platoon
leader tank and company commander
tank). 95 tank battles. Decorations include: EK I and II, Tank Battle Badge.
Lt.Col. Alfred Rubbel
Combat experience from 1941 through
1945 in the northern and center sections
of the Eastern Front. Decorations include:
EK I and II, Tank Battle Badge (III). 79
combat operations, 57 enemy tanks
destroyed. Wounded in combat.
Colonel Günter Piepgras
Heavy Tank Btn. 503 at the Eastern Front.
Company leader during the tank battles
in Russia, Normandy, Tunisia, Hungary,
and Czechoslovakia. Decorations include: EK I and 11, Wounded in Combat
Award in Gold, and Tank Battle Badge.

ike many aviation art lovers Heinz Krebs is particularly attracted to the classical beauty of
America's premier fighter - the incomparable P-51
"Mustang". Unlike the majority of aviation art works
which show the P-51 in air-to-air combat, Heinz
enjoys depicting the Mustang at low altitude, in
close proximity to the ground, further highlighting
the drama and action of the scenario. Heinz displays
the same degree of artistic mastery in depicting the
Third Reich's most feared battle tank, the lethal
"Königstiger" ("King Tiger") - the terror of the allied
land forces, in his painting entitled "Normandy
Tiger Hunt".

L

The tank which Heinz Krebs has depicted belonged
to the 503rd Heavy Tank Battalion, one of only two
German units equipped with King Tigers who where
stationed in Normandy at the time of the allied invasion of Europe in June 1944. On the American side, it
was mainly the Ninth U.S. Army Air Force who were
tasked with flying close support missions for the
allied drive into Continental Europe and towards
Germany but units of the "Mighty Eighth" also
attacked ground targets during the summer and fall
of 1944. In "Normandy Tiger Hunt" a flight of P-51s
of the 339th FG, under the command of
their leading ace, Francis R. Gerard
has started a series of strafing
attacks on King Tigers.

Heavy stock, acid-free paper. 27.5” x 24.0”. Each print
individually numbered and issued with a certificate
of authenticity. Signed by Heinz Krebs. Countersigned by four P-51 8th AF combat veterans, and the
three members of the German 'King Tiger' tank corps.
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ewayne “Ben” Bennett’s B-17G “Squawkin’ Chicken”
was the only survivor of the 545th Bomb Sqn after the
raid on Schweinfurt, Germany on April 13th 1944. The German fighters
were forming up for the attack when it was less than ten minutes to the
target. These men were the best at their trade.

D

Their attacks only lasted three to four minutes before the P-51 escort arrived
back on the scene, but the carnage in the group was unbelievable. Still the
remaining heavies pressed on, and their bombs hit the target at 14:09 hours.
When they left the target area there were no other planes left in Ben’s
squadron. He and his crew finally made it back to England, but not before
more attacks had taken another heavy toll. Just shortly before they reached
the coast, Ben´s wingman, a survivor from another squadron exploded in
midair after a direct hit from a flak shell.
The artist, Heinz Krebs takes us right into the middle of this nightmare
situation shortly after Ben’s "Squawkin’ Chicken" finally reaches the
English Channel. The drama unfolding is set against a masterfully lit deep background. This is without a
doubt aviation art at a standard second to
none, a true work of art.
An individually numbered limited edition of 1,250 fine art prints. Heavy stock,
acid-free paper. 18.0” X 25.0”. Each print
issued with a certificate of authenticity.
Signed by Heinz Krebs, Dewayne “Ben”
Bennett, and two highly distinguished
fighter pilots of JG-1.
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eavy stock, acid-free paper. Approx. 37.0 x 26.0 inches. Each print individually numbered and issued with a certificate of authenticity. Each
print signed by the artist, Heinz Krebs.

H

When Heinz Krebs received a request from the commanding officer of the
37th Airlift Squadron, USAF to portray one of many dangerous missions of
this outstanding unit during the Kosovo war, he gladly accepted this commission without hesitation.
”It was a new and exciting challenge to paint the large C-130 troop ships in
action”, says Heinz Krebs, who is known all over the world for his
dramatic and realistic renderings of aviation- and other subjects. “It
reminded me of the turbulent Normandy landings, and I felt great
satisfaction in creating a ‘modern D-day combat scene’ by
showing the daring paratroopers of the 1st Battalion 508th
Infantry dropping from the Hercs as they descend toward
an unknown battlefield in the rolling hills of that
Southeastern European war zone”.
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eavy stock, acid-free paper. 36.5” x 25.5”.
Each print individually numbered and
signed by the artist. Countersigned by four German Me163 rocket fighter pilots. C of A.

H

The Me163 rocket fighter aircraft was possibly the most
radical German manned fighter aircraft design to actually
enter the WW II combat theater. Although the Germans
were flying other operational jet aircraft in various roles by
the end of the war, it was only the Me163 that featured a
liquid-fuelled rocket engine. However, their combat missions were paid for dearly by the German pilots who flew
these dangerous rockets. Its Walter motor ran on two liquid propellants, “C-Stoff” and “T-Stoff”, which ignited on
contact. The Me163’s maximum endurance was limited to
an extremely short 7.5 minutes, during which the pilots
had to take off, climb to almost 40.000 feet, fight, and then
glide back to their bases. This last segment of their mission
left them extremely vulnerable to fighter attacks, having
expended their ammunition and with only one chance to
land their unique machine. Many a brave German line
pilot lost his life to the opposition´s guns in these turkey
shoots in sight of the war´s end.
Heinz Krebs’ painting shows Me163 fighter aircraft in a
typical engagement in late 1944 or early 1945. Two of the
Luftwaffe’s “Last Aces” climb vertically through an 8th
Army Air Force bomber formation and its top fighter cover
before swooping down on the U.S. heavies for their short
but often deadly attack.
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orld War II ended in Europe on May 8, 1945. Despite
all efforts to defend the Reich, Germany was finally
defeated. On the morning of May, the 8th it was all over.
Well, almost, but not quite.

W

Colonel
Erich ‘Bubi’ Hartmann
With 352 confirmed
aerial victories the
all-time “Ace of Aces”
of fighter pilots worldwide. Hartmann died in 1993
in his native Germany aged 71. His
original signature has become an
extremely desirable collector’s item.

At 07:00 hours no official word of surrender had been
received at the Luftwaffe airfield near Deutsch-Brod in
Czechoslovakia, where JG 52 was stationed under the command of Erich Hartmann. At dawn on this historic morning
Hartmann, out of habit flew the first mission of the day. He
routinely patrolled the vicinity of the airfield to check for
enemy aircraft that might pose a threat to his unit and airfield. He didn't have to search for long. A few minutes into
the flight he spotted what was at first only a small black
speck on his windscreen. Flying towards it, the speck quickly became larger until it had grown into the clearly distinguishable shape of a Soviet Yak 9, bright red star and all.
Hartmann didn't hesitate. With the experience of 351 aerial
victories behind him this unlucky Russian quickly became
his 352nd and last victory.

H

eavy stock, acid-free paper.
27.5 x 24.0”. Prints are individually numbered and signed
by the artist. Certificate of
authenticity. Each print is conservation mounted in corners
on a back plate. A further filler
and colour matched double
matting gives a three dimensional effect. The top matt
features three cutouts to show
the print's title and a replica of
the Luftwaffe day fighter pilot
clasp in gold. Erich Hartmann’s original signature is in
the third cutout.
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Colonel Erich ‘Bubi’ Hartmann
With 352 confirmed aerial victories in
WW II Hartmann is the all-time “Ace
of Aces” of fighter pilots world-wide.
After the war, he joined the Federal
German Luftwaffe under NATO
command, and became the architect
of Germany’s first post war jet fighter
unit JG 71 “Richthofen”. After his
demise in 1993 his original signature
has become a very much sought after
collector’s item. This edition is
unique in that it is one of very few, if
not the only one signed personally by
Hartmann which shows him as a
post-war jet fighter pilot.

Showing actual presentation

eavy stock, acid-free paper. Print size approx. 24.5 x
35.0 in. Signed by Col. Erich Hartmann. Prints individually numbered and signed by the artist. Certificate of
authenticity with every print.

H

In 1961, the first fighter wing of the new German Federal
Luftwaffe, led by the famous Ace of Aces Colonel Erich Hartmann, was named JG 71 “Richthofen” after another wellknown German fighter ace, the Red Baron Manfred Freiherr
von Richthofen. Erich Hartmann returns from a mission in
his JA-111. The nose of Hartmann's F-86 sports the black
tulip, his personal emblem throughout World War II. This
emblem is carried by all aircraft in his new fighter wing as a
sign of loyalty to their boss.
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eavy stock, acid-free paper. Approx. 28.0 X 20.0
inches. Each print individually numbered and
issued with a certificate of authenticity. Each print
signed by Heinz Krebs and Merrill “Dewey”
DuMont.

H

Captain Merrill J.
“Dewey”Dumont
Joined the Army
National
Guard
Coastal Artillery in
Washington, DC as
a gunner in 1939.
He transferred to
the Army Air Force
in September 1941
and was sent to
A&E
mechanics
school at Keesler
AFB in Biloxi, MS.
While serving as a
mechanic he took
the exams for
flight training and
traveled to Santa
Ana, California for
initial training. Primary training was
on the PT-19 Stearman at Oxnard,
CA. Then transition to the BT-13
at Lancaster, CA.

The origin of all future space rockets was the “Aggregat 4” (A4), better known under its Nazi name of
“Vergeltungswaffe 2” (V2), which literally translated
into Vengeance Weapon 2. The A4 or V2 was invented by the famous Wernher von Braun, and other
German rocket scientists, many of whom would later
become key figures in the various U.S. space programs including the Apollo moon landings.
The V2s were fired from launch sites in the field
which were extremely well camouflaged, difficult to
detect, heavily defended and hazardous to attack.
The U.S. strategy to counter this threat included a
highly classified and very effective unit called the
“Fighting Scouts”. Its pilots were often highly experienced heavy bomber pilots who volunteered for
this hazardous assignment. They had to be capable of
flying alone in any weather conditions to scout ahead
of the bomber formations.
A typical mission would be to find and report the
V2s. Heinz Krebs´ painting captures such a moment ,
when a pair of Mustangs with P-51 D “Chip” flown
by Merrill “Dewey” DuMont in the foreground
detects a German V-2 rocket launch site near the
English Channel in the spring of 1945. The dramatic moment when the two aircraft pass
low over the launch pad with a V2
rocket just lifting off is truly in the
best Heinz Krebs tradition.
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Showing actual presentation

eavy stock, acid-free paper.
Print size approx. 39.0 x 27.0
inches. Image size ca. 34.0 x 21.0
inches (including signature space).
Signed by Lt. Gen. Adolf Galland
and Col. Erich Hartmann. Prints
individually
numbered
and
signed by the artist. Certificate of
authenticity with every print.

H

Col. Erich ‘Bubi’ Hartmann
With 352 confirmed aerial
victories Hartmann is the alltime “Ace of Aces” of fighter
pilots world-wide. His decorations include the Knight´s
Cross with Oak Leaves,
Swords, and Diamonds.
‘Bubi’ Hartmann died in 1993
in his native Germany aged
71. His original signature has
become an extremely desirable collector’s item.

Adolf Galland, the Luftwaffe’s
Fighter General in many historical
Air Battles of WW II and Erich
Hartmann, with 352 aerial victories
the ace of all fighter aces worldwide, fly their Messerschmitt
Me109s through a beautifully
detailed alpine setting of their
native Germany.
Due only to an incredible whim of
fate the two most distinguished
holders of the highest German military decoration, (the “Knights
Cross with Oak Leaves, Swords,
and Diamonds”, of which only nine
were ever awarded to Luftwaffe
fighter pilots), survived the war.
However, since this editon was
signed both of them have sadly
passed away. Their personal signatures on every single print of the
“Diamonds in the Sky” edition
therefore represent the ultimate
authentication and will undoubtedly appreciate in value in years to
come.

General Adolf Galland
Adolf Galland may well be
the most popular figure of
German WW II military aviation. He experienced every
detail in the rise and fall of
this formidable force. His
record speaks for itself: 705
combat missions, 103 aerial
victories. His decorations
include the Knight´s Cross
with Oak Leaves, Swords,
and Diamonds.
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cid-free heavy stock. 36.0 x 27.0 inches.
Individually numbered and signed by
the artist. Certificate of authenticity.

A

The Lockheed F-104 Starfighter was aptly
called “the missile with a man in it”. Designed
by the immortal Clarence Kelly Johnson and
built by Lockheed at their mysterious Skunk
Works facility in California, it was designed to
be a hunter and fighter from the outset - the
shape and form of a swift killer, a gunfighter
of the modern day and age. Patrolling the
skies over the Western United States, the very
countryside that its 'predecessors' rode across
on horseback, its task was to track down and
intercept intruding high speed enemy aircraft.
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eavy stock acid-free paper. 36.0” X 27.0”.
Numbered and signed by the artist and
six highly decorated WW II aviators. Certificate of authenticity issued with each print.
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Flying out of Wels in Austria, II/ZG 1, the
“Wasp Wing” as it was known, was a veteran
Luftwaffe unit of the Eastern front and the only
surviving unit operational on the Messerschmitt Me110 twin engine “destroyer”. When
in June 1944 Wasps participated in the attack
against U.S. bombers headed for the city of
Budapest, it was the last time the Me110 was
flown into battle in daylight. Here P-47's of the
famous Checkertail Clan on escort duty, suddenly and ferociously attack two Me110's of the
Wasps. Each print has been signed personally by the last three surviving Knight's
Cross recipients of II/ZG 1, Maj. Rolf
Hermichen, Capt. Herbert Kutscha, and
Capt. Hans Lutter, and countersigned by
three of the most highly decorated
combat veterans of the USAAF
325th Fighter Group, Col.
Herschel H. Green, Lt.Col.
Lewis W. Chick, and Maj.
Robert M. Barkey.
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Willis M. Hawkins
Born Dec. 1st, 1913 in Kansas City, MO. Important
design contributions to XP-38 prototype. Many high
level Lockheed positions up to Senior Vice President
Lockheed Corporation and President of Lockheed CA.
A.W. “Tony” LeVier
Born February 14th, 1913 in Duluth, MN. Surely one of the greatest names of American test pilot history. Member of many prestigeous aviation societies, and winner of aviation awards too numerous to
be listed here. Conducted extensive development test flying on the P-38.
Richard “Dick” Pulver
Born Sept. 23rd, 1912 in East Orange, NJ. Dick was hired by Lockheed in
Burbank in July 1936, and became project engineer on the P-38. Later
transferred to Lockheed-Georgia where, after filling various senior positions, he finally became President from 1961 to 1967.
C.P. “Nick” Nicholson
Born April 10th, 1917 in Ellington, CT. “Nick” Nicholson was engaged in
test-flying and demonstrating Lockheed aircraft for 32 years. According
to many, Nick flew the P-38 like no-one else. His “Lightning”-flying
included production-, engineering-, delivery-, and demo flights.

eavy stock, acid-free paper. 32.0 x 27.0 inches.
Each print individually numbered. Certificate
of authenticity. Signed by Heinz Krebs and four of
the most influential contributors to the P-38 project.

H

A tribute to the design engineers, production line
workers and test pilots who gave their utmost to
provide America with the means the country needed
to fight off one of the most menacing and deadly
dangers she faced throughout her entire history. The
painting shows three aircraft of the 97th FS, 82nd FG,
15th AF on a CAP mission over the Italian Alps in the
winter of 1944/45.
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Robert A. „Bob“ Hoover
Born January 24th, 1922 in Nashville, TN. After his initial pilot
training, Hoover was assigned to the 4th FS, 52nd FG stationed
on the island of Corsica. 58 successful combat missions during
the Allied invasion of Italy. On his 59th into Southern France shot
down by Lemke. Very successful post-war flying career. Decorations include: DFC, Air Medal, Soldiers Medal, Purple Heart,
Croix de Guerre (France).
Siegfried Lemke
Born April 7th, 1921 in Schievelbein, Germany. Nicknamed
“Wumm!” (“Bamm!”) Lemke soon became one of the most
experienced fighter pilots in the MTO. Multiple victories in one
mission on several occasions. Hauptmann (Captain) and Gruppe
C/O of III./JG2 from June 1944 until end of war. 325 missions,
more than 70 victories. Decorations include: Knight’s Cross,
German Cross, Cup of Honour.

eavy stock, acid-free paper. 36.0” x 27.0”.
Each print individually numbered and
signed by Heinz Krebs, 'Bob' Hoover and
Siegfried Lemke. Certificate of authenticity.
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February 9th 1944. Off the Mediterranean coast
of France, Bob Hoover's Spitfire is struck by a
remarkable deflection shot from a Focke Wulf
190 flown by 2nd Lt. Siegfried Lemke of
"Jagdgeschwader 2" (JG 2). "My Spitfire was in
a left turn at about 4000 ft. Lemke fired from
approximately 80 degrees off my right wing,
which was one heck of a deflection shot! I never
thought he could hit me from that position",
Bob Hoover recalls. His Spitfire began to
break up, forcing him to bale out. He
was picked up by the Germans and
spent the remainder of the war in a
P.O.W. camp. After the war,
Hoover became an expert
test pilot and air show
performer.
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eavy stock, acid-free paper. 24.0 x 35.0 inches.
Individually numbered and signed by the
artist. Countersigned by Colonel Eduard 'Edu'
Neumann (Marseille’s C/O), General Friedrich
Körner, Lieutenant Colonel Ernst-Wilhelm Reinert,
and Lieutenant Helmut Beckmann. Certificate of
authenticity.
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H auptmann Hans Joachim Marseille, better known
as the “Star of Africa”, was probably the most formidable opponent the British ever encountered in the
air. He was victorious in 158 aerial combats against
the Royal Air Force, 154 of which were fighter
aircraft. Marseille died undefeated whilst bailing out
of his Me109 which had developed an engine
problem on the return leg of an uneventful sortie.
Marseille is seen here at the moment of his 150th
aerial victory on September 15th, 1942. On this day,
he fought and defeated no less than seven Curtiss
Kittyhawk fighters in an incredible eleven minutes.
Signed by Marseille's
commanding officer, Col.
Eduard “Edu” Neumann,
as well as Friedrich
Körner,
Ernst-Wilhelm
Reinert, and Helmut Beckmann, who all flew with
Marseille
in
Jagdgeschwader 27 (JG27) in
the African theatre in
WWII.

Hans-Joachim Marseille
The “Star of Africa”
Actual presentation of print
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eavy stock, acid-free paper. 19.0” x 23.0”. Individually numbered and
signed by the artist. Countersigned by Maj. Gen. Gordon H. Austin.
Certificate of authenticity.
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Among the units to arrive in North Africa fairly early during the U.S. engagement in this World War Two theater was the 325th Fighter Group with their
P40-L Warhawks on board the aircraft carrier USS Ranger on the morning
of January 19th, 1943.

Major General
Gordon H. Austin
Born 1st Sept. 1913
in Davenport, IA.
Graduated from
West Point in 1936.
Following
his
flight training he
moved with his
group to Africa in
Jan. 1943. 100 combat hours in P-40
aircraft. Credited
with three enemy
aircraft destroyed.
Decorations
include: Silver Star,
Legion of Merit,
Distinguished Flying Cross, Air
Medal with 13 oak
leaf clusters.

The group was commanded at that time by Gordon H. Austin, then a
Lieutenant Colonel and a very popular leader. Before fighting their way up
into Germany through Italy and Austria later in the war, the group initially
went into combat in North Africa against the Axis powers until the surrender of the German "Afrikakorps" on 13 May 1943. It was during this period
in the history of the "Checkertail Clan", as the 325th FG was called, that lighthouses became a target of opportunity for the group´s pilots. There had been
reports indicating that these lighthouses were being used by the Germans as
observation posts for early warning of approaching Allied forces. At that
time, with no radar available, good and early observation of enemy movements was of crucial importance to both sides. Particularly so for the
Germans who were constantly trying to replenish supplies for their troops by
air, an effort which the Allies naturally tried to stop by all available means.
Thus Colonel Austin and his men regularly attacked lighthouses, knocking
them out or rendering them useless for further enemy use. Austin himself
even named his aircraft "Lighthouse Louie" with supporting nose art on his
P-40´s engine cowling.
In his painting, Heinz Krebs recalls one such typical mission. The P-40´s
are coming in from the sea at low level attacking the lighthouse at
close range to guarantee its destruction. The action and drama of
this scenario is further highlighted by the artist with his sensitivity of motion adding further dynamism to the explosion of
the lighthouse with dramatic surf crashing against its base.
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1st Lt. Dr. Robert
D. Sullivan
Enlisted in the
Army Air Corps as
a Private on Dec
8th, 1941. Served
as Drill Sergeant,
Aviation Mechanic, and Aviation
Cadet. Later as
Bomb Sight Maintenance
Officer,
Chemical Warfare
Officer, and Aircraft Armament
Officer before becoming a pilot on
the B-26 Martin
Marauder
in
which he flew 67
combat missions.
Decorations
include: Good Conduct Ribbon, Air
Medal with 7 Oak
Leaf Clusters, Distinguished
Unit
Citation
Badge
with 1 oak leaf
cluster, American
Campaign Medal,
European, African,
and Middle Eastern Campaign Medal with 5 Silver
Stars, World War
Two Victory Medal, French Croixde-Guerre
avec
Palme.
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eavy stock, acid-free paper. 18.0 x 22.0 inches. Individually numbered and
signed by the artist. Countersigned by 1st Lt. Dr. Robert D. Sullivan.
Certificate of authenticity.
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After the 320th Bombardment Group, assigned to the 12th U.S Army Air Force,
moved to France in November of 1944, its aircraft continued bombing vital
enemy supply lines. Until V-E Day the 320th BG crews relentlessly attacked
heavily defended railroad installations during missions that were often very
dangerous for the attackers themselves: They had to concentrate on flying
through flak and avoid collision with ground obstacles and debris from exploding targets. Attacks on railroad depots were particularly dangerous as often the
freight trains marshalled through these facilities were laden with all kinds of
explosives, ranging from small arms ammunition to war heads for heavy bombs
or even the lethal V-weapons. The ensuing cataclysmic explosions could well
have destroyed the bombers, but this was often the only way to use the element
of surprise which was vital in surviving the attack.
Aircraft of the 441st Bomb Squadron, 320th Bomb Group, with B-26 B "Belle
Ringer", flown by 1st Lt. Robert D. Sullivan, from Franklin, Tennessee, in the
foreground, are depicted by world famous aviation art master Heinz Krebs on
such a daring raid.
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The signatories as
shown in the photo on this page are:
Seated (l. to r.): Lt.
Col. Paul Kovitz
(squadron "engineering officer"),
Maj. Gen. John S.
Warner
(pilot),
Col. Roger Sterr
(co-pilot),
Capt.
Jim Keelan (navigator), Lt. Col.
Orrie Thompson
(bombardier).
Standing, (l. to r.):
T/Sgt.
Andrew
Anzanos
(engineer/top
turret
gunner),
T/Sgt.
Dick Sawyer (LT
waist
gunner),
T/Sgt. Bill Frostick
(assistant
engineer, RT waist
gunner),
T/Sgt.
Jim Lightfoot (tail
gunner), M/Sgt.
Wilbur Hill (flight
chief), S/Sgt. Otto
Vent (radio operator), and S/Sgt.
Walter Byrne (ball
turret gunner).
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eavy stock, acid-free paper. 22.0 x 29.0 inches.
Individually numbered and signed by the artist.
Countersigned by a complete B-17 crew - pilot, co-pilot,
navigator, bombardier, engineer, radio operator, two
waist gunners, ball turret gunner and tail gunner, plus
two crew chiefs. Certificate of authenticity.
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A dramatic image of B-17F "Wild Children", a 390th BG
aircraft returning to base at Framlingham, England after
her crew has completed their tour of combat following
another dangerous mission deep into the heart of
Germany. Having survived this trip in one piece and
with no casualties, her crew is looking forward to one
last landing before being shipped back to the United
States.
Their odds of surviving these gruelling combat tours
were meager, to say the least. They were lucky and they
knew it. Overwhelmed with the feeling of elation the
skipper takes the Fort within feet of the deck, past
Framlingham castle, their visual checkpoint for the
final approach into the airfield during so many return
flights.
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eavy stock, acid-free paper. Overall size 19.0 x 27.0
inches. Each print in this edition is individually
numbered, signed by the artist, and issued with a
certificate of authenticity.
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A pair of 82nd FG P-38s return to their bases south of the
Alps using the mountain passes for a low level route into
Italy.
In the winter of 1944/45 the 15th U.S. Air Force fought its
way further north into Germany over the Alps. These
missions were extremely dangerous due to the alpine
terrain. Often bad weather blocked the escape
routes back to Italy. Therefore it was
considered crucial for the fighter pilots to
familiarize themselves as best as they could
with the geographical features of this
mountain range in order to find their
way back to base.
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